
The ShoveItTM hand safety tool 
helps avoid hand injuries while 
working with suspended loads or 
maneuvering objects, maintaining 
proper body positioning for safe 
handling out of the line of fire. 
It enables users to guide loads, 
move and position pipes and 
tubulars, as well as grab slings and 
taglines without physically placing 
hands on the item.

The ShoveIt push pole enables 
workers to remain a safe distance 
away from suspended loads as 
well as danger zones, avoiding 
hazardous crush and pinch points 
while sustaining control of the load 
being positioned.

V is for Versatility
The V-shaped head allows 
workers to safely push and 
pull against flat surfaces, 
corners and tubulars. 

Choose a head with rubber 
or plastic inserts for an 
anti-slip grip or smooth 
gliding surface. 

Keep it in Hand
Textured shaft provides 
slip-resistant handling to 
keep hands in place.

On Guard
An ergonomic hand 
guard acts as a barrier to 
protect hands and fingers. 
It features a dedicated 
tethering point for use  
when working at heights.

Grab What You Want
Opposing grab hooks 
help maneuver cable-
slung loads, cargo, 
baskets or grab slings 
and tag lines.

Part Number Length Description

SHST21R 21” V-Head, Rubber Inserts, 1 Hand Guard, 1 D-Handle

SHST42R 42” V-Head, Rubber Inserts, 1 Hand Guard, 1 D-Handle

SHST50R 50” V-Head, Rubber Inserts, 1 Hand Guard, 1 D-Handle

SHST72R 72” V-Head, Rubber Inserts, 2 Hand Guards

SHST90R 90” V-Head, Rubber Inserts, 2 Hand Guards

SHST21P 21” V-Head, Rubber Inserts, 1 Hand Guard, 1 D-Handle

SHST42P 42” V-Head, Rubber Inserts, 1 Hand Guard, 1 D-Handle

SHST50P 50” V-Head, Rubber Inserts, 1 Hand Guard, 1 D-Handle

SHST72P 72” V-Head, Rubber Inserts, 2 Hand Guards

SHST90P 90” V-Head, Rubber Inserts, 2 Hand Guards
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The GrabItTM hand safety 
tool helps enable hands off 
operations by firmly closing 
around a pipe or other like 
object, ensuring a solid 
grasp when maneuvering  
suspended tubulars.

The GrabIt enables workers to 
securely maneuver pipe and 
other tubulars while moving 
hands away from the danger 
zone – reducing the risk of 
trapped, crushed or other hand 
and finger related injuries.

Lock On
The GrabIt tool’s  
ratcheting action locks as 
it closes around a tubular 
3-10” in diameter to ensure 
a strong grasp of the 
suspended load.

Release When Ready
The trigger on the tool 
allows for easy release  
of the tubular once  
properly positioned.

It’s All Under Control
A convenient side handle 
provides an ergonomic grip, 
properly positioning the user’s 
hand for optimum control.

Push Away
The smooth concave 
head provides a 
designated area for 
users to position the 
tool to push an item 
when needed.

Part Number Length Description

GHST2 GrabIt Hand Safety Tool
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Safe-T-Stik is the ultimate 
hands-off magnetic load control 
and positioning safety tool for 
moving road plate, trench plate, 
poles, pipe, I-beams, shipping 
containers, valves, fittings and 
any other heavy steel objects 
or large parts being lifted or 
hoisted into or out of position.

The tool comes in multiple 
variations offering a tool in 
various fixed or adjustable 
lengths as well as tools 
produced with fixed or 
adjustable handles. 

The Safe-T-Stik is offered by The Hand Safety Tool Company  
as a convenience product. These products are designed and  
produced by like-minded folks with a common mission of  
promoting hand safety. 

Move Freely
Dual action swivel capabilities 
enable users to move freely 
for proper body position when  
moving an object without 
sacrificing control. 

It’s Impactful
Built with an FRP tube and 
fiberglass rod, the Safe-T-Stik 
provides the perfect material 
combination to produce both 
a lightweight, non-conductive 
and extremely strong tool.

Do the Twist
Once the load is set into 
position, the user simply  
tilts the handle up past 
90 degrees to easily peel  
the magnet off. 

You Can Handle It
The ergonomic handle 
enables the user to properly 
position the body to push 
and pull the handle to easily 
control a load.

Super Attractive
The custom super magnet 
has a pull force of greater 
than 400 LBS and is easy to 
attach and remove.

Part  
Number Length Handle Description

STS-001 Fixed, 5 Feet Adjustable Safe-T-Stik

STS-002 Adjustable,  
5 to 8 Feet Adjustable Safe-T-Stik XL

STS-003 Fixed 30" Fixed Safe-T-Stik Mini

STS-005 Fixed 30" Adjustable Safe-T-Stik SR

HAND SAFETY TOOL
Safe-T-Stik 
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The HoldItTM hand safety tool 
helps avoid hand-related 
injuries while holding and 
striking objects, keeping fingers 
and hands at a safe distance 
from the danger zone.

The force sustained when 
striking an object can cause 
life altering injuries to a 
worker’s hands if placed in 
the impact area. The HoldIt 
extends the worker’s reach, 
keeping hands and fingers 
at a distance while securing 
the striking wrench, large 
diameter pin or other  
similar objects.

Different jobs have different 
needs. The Hand Safety 
Tool Company’s HoldIt tool 
is offered in three popular 
lengths to accommodate 
required reach, striking distance, 
or impact force needs.

Secure with a Twist
Simply twist the handle 
clockwise to tighten the 
loop around the object 
for secure control. Twist it 
counterclockwise to loosen.

It’s Impactful
The tool’s high-density 
polyethylene (HPDE) shaft 
ensures that the HoldIt c 
an sustain high impact 
blows without breaking  
or shattering.

Added Protection
An ergonomic hand guard 
acts as a barrier to protect 
hands and fingers while 
aiding in proper hand 
positioning. It features a 
dedicated tethering point 
for use when working  
at heights.

Stay in the Loop
The HoldIt’s loop is 
constructed from a 
strong, heat-resistant 
synthetic fiber and is 
capable of securing 
objects 0.75” – 3.5” 
diameter.

Part Number Length Description

HHST14 14” HoldIt Hand Safety Tool

HHST30 30” HoldIt Hand Safety Tool

HHST48 48” HoldIt Hand Safety Tool
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The Magna-Grab is a multi-
purpose, hands-off magnetic 
tool. It can serve as a 
portable magnetic tag line 
and tether anchor point or 
may be used as a long-reach, 
magnetic-retrieval tool.

It enables users to control 
loads and handle materials 
without putting themselves or 
their hands in the line of fire. 

The Magna-Grab is offered by The Hand Safety Tool Company as a convenience 
product. These products are designed and produced by like-minded folks with  
a common mission. 

Small but Mighty
The lightweight, portable 
tool only takes up 4”to 6” of 
space, but it provides 400 
LBS of magnetic pull force.

Easy to Use or Remove
The Magna-Grab easily 
attaches to any magnetic 
surface and just as easily 
removes with a sideways 
push on the handle.

Uses are in the Eye of  
the Holder
An eye bolt in the handle 
enables tag lines to be 
attached to the Magna-Grab. 

The tool can then be used 
for long-reach retrieval of 
dropped objects in confined 
spaces or to safely maneuver 
suspended loads.

Anchor Away
The tool serves as a 
portable anchor point 
enabling attachment to any 
magnetic material where 
ideal points for a tagline or 
tether do not exist.

HAND SAFETY TOOL

Magna-Grab

Part Number Description

MG001 Magna-Grab Portable Magnetic Tag Line/Tether 
Anchor Point
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The Quick Tool Holder 
enables easy storage of and 
access to your Hand Safety 
Tool Company tools including 
the ShoveItTM, GrabItTM  
and HoldItTM.

The Quick Tool Holder gives 
you easy access to your 
tools when and where you 
need them while keeping 
them stored in a neat and 
organized fashion.

Rapid Deployment
While the rubber provides 
excellent grip to hold the 
tool, it also provides the 
flexibility needed to easily 
remove a tool using only  
one hand.

Hold Up
The positive rubber grip 
on the quick tool holder 
securely holds a tool up  
to ten-pounds.

Switch Way
The holder’s versatility 
enables tools to be 
stored horizontally or 
vertically with a simple 
quick adjustment.

Opposites Attract
The Quick Holder Tool may either be 
installed permanently to a wall via 
the pre-drilled holes or repositioned 
as needed using the tool holder’s six 
heavy-duty magnets to attach and 
detach from metal surfaces.

HAND SAFETY TOOL 

Quick Tool Holder

Part Number Length Description

QTH Quick Tool Holder
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The RackItTM hand safety 
tool helps safely facilitate 
pipe rack-back on drilling rig 
operations.

It keeps a worker’s hands 
off the pipe during rack-
back maneuvering while 
still keeping the body close 
enough to maintain proper 
control of the stand of drill 
pipe after its connection is 
broken from the rest of  
the drillstring.

Guide and Glide
Heavy-duty high-density 
plastic inserts allow the pipe 
to glide freely.

More Control
The tool’s twin handle 
design offers a stable grip 
for maximum control of 
the tubular.

Less Impact
The RackIt’s barbell-
style handles 
provide side impact 
protection for the 
user’s hands.

Quite Fitting
The RackIt is designed 
to fit most standard drill 
pipe ranging in size from 
4-8” in diameter.

Part Number Tubular Diameter Description

RACKIT 4-8” RackIt Hand Safety Tool
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The TwistItTM hand safety 
tool facilitates hands-off 
pipe stabbing and tubular 
maneuvering.

The TwistIt is specially 
designed to keep 
roughnecks’ hands off 
drill pipe or casing during 
stabbing, tripping, or other 
handling operations on a 
drilling rig floor minimizing 
the risk of pinching,  
smashing or crushing.

More Control
The tool’s twin handle 
design offers a stable grip 
for maximum control of  
the tubular.

Less Impact
The TwistIt’s barbell-style 
handles provide side 
impact protection for the 
user’s hands.

Hold On
Opposing C hooks 
fully capture the drill 
pipe or casing for a 
secure grasp on  
the tubular.

Catch and Release
The hand safety tool quickly 
twists on and off the pipe or 
tubular for quick and secure 
catch and release, keeping rig 
floor operations moving.

Part Number Length Description

TWISTIT45 4.5” TwistIt Hand Safety Tool

TWISTIT55 5.5” TwistIt Hand Safety Tool
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